Identification of filarial larvae in vectors by DNA hybridization.
Infectivity rates of insect vectors are the best criteria by which to assess the transmission of filarial parasites and the efficacy of filariasis control programs. Currently available DNA probes can be used to estimate the proportion of vectors containing larvae of a given filarial species but provide no information on three other important variables in the transmission dynamics of filarial nematodes: the developmental stage, the location and the actual number of larvae that are present in the vector, all of which can be reliably determined by microscopy. However, species identification is often difficult and sometimes impossible by conventional microscopy, which requires morphologically intact specimens. DNA is tough and DNA probing can identify worms that are dead and that have lost morphologic integrity; it also permits multiple analyses of the same specimen with different probes and has the potential for simultaneous processing of very large numbers of samples. Here, Senaroth Dissonoyake and Willy Piessens outline the route to the development of species- and life cycle stage-specific DNA/RNA probing reagents, and simple, reliable and quantitative technologies that can supplement and ultimately replace microscopic dissection.